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ABOUT GLOBAL PERFORMANCE GROUPABOUT GLOBAL PERFORMANCE GROUPABOUT GLOBAL PERFORMANCE GROUPABOUT GLOBAL PERFORMANCE GROUP    

Global Performance Group helps professionals reach critical revenue, margin, and cycle goals 

quickly, cost-effectively, and permanently.  

Based on decades of practical experience as well as leading-edge research, Global Performance 

Group’s discovery-based learning approach enables negotiators to develop the skills, tools, and 

confidence they need to be more effective at every step of the negotiation process and 

successfully close better business faster!  
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WORKSHOP OVERVIEWWORKSHOP OVERVIEWWORKSHOP OVERVIEWWORKSHOP OVERVIEW    

The Strategic ChallengeThe Strategic ChallengeThe Strategic ChallengeThe Strategic Challenge: Today’s selling environment is tougher than ever. Buyers are well 

informed, highly trained, and very demanding. Research says that the average B2B sale involves 5.4 

people, which means buying committees (not individuals) often make purchase decisions. These 

diverse groups are comprised of end-users; technical, financial, and operations people; as well as 

professional buyers. According to Forrester Research, 74% of B2B buyers conduct more than half 

of their research online before talking to a salesperson. Salespeople still have to sell their solutions 

— but to do so, they have to work harder to differentiate themselves, their companies, and their 

products from the competition. Price is often the focus of the procurement dialogue, even when 

buyers say value is key. 

Not long ago, top salespeople often developed sales strategies designed to go around 

procurement, or involved them very late in the sales process to sign off on a completed deal. 

Today, procurement has been elevated to a fully developed management team role in many 

organisations, so top salespeople must understand the buying process, the role procurement plays, 

and have a strategy that involves them at the right time in the decision process. 

Professional buyers are assigned very specific goals to meet including: 

 Increasing cost savings while managing a global supply network; 

 Generating higher levels of innovation through stronger stakeholder (including supplier) 

engagement; 

 Targeting and eliminating expenditures that do not create value; 

 Decreasing the investment per unit of output; 

 Decreasing risk by insuring supply security and quality over time; and 

 Creating social value and higher levels of sustainability and transparency. 

Dealing with Procurement & Professional BuyersDealing with Procurement & Professional BuyersDealing with Procurement & Professional BuyersDealing with Procurement & Professional Buyers provides powerful concepts, skills, technology, 

and tools to close more profitable business faster and sell value rather than price. Participants will 

learn the importance of having a strategy for understanding and controlling the buying process, 

even before initial contact is made, and for working with procurement as partners in the decision-

making process. They will learn to uncover new opportunities for broader agreements that result 

in higher revenues and margins, and stronger partnerships. 

NOTES  
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WORKSHOP OUTCOMESWORKSHOP OUTCOMESWORKSHOP OUTCOMESWORKSHOP OUTCOMES    

Dealing with Procurement & Professional BuyersDealing with Procurement & Professional BuyersDealing with Procurement & Professional BuyersDealing with Procurement & Professional Buyers    provides tools to:provides tools to:provides tools to:provides tools to:    

 Understand the role of procurement and professional buyer, the challenges they face, and 

their measures of success to gain control of the sales process and drive sustainable, 

profitable agreements; 

 Leverage the inevitable tension and pressure inherent in every sales situation, especially 

when procurement and professional buyers are involved, to drive more innovative 

agreements; 

 Ask insightful, thought-provoking questions that expand thinking and buying opportunities; 

 Identify, prioritise, and gain agreement to explore previously undiscovered, unconsidered 

and/or underappreciated procurement needs; 

 Engage procurement professionals by providing Nuggets of Value that provide useful 

information and insights, enable innovation and differentiate the sales person, the 

company, and the solution; and 

 Move decision makers to a logical close based on demonstrated value and ROI, rather than 

on what appears to be the lowest upfront price. 

 

NOTES 
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THE ARENATHE ARENATHE ARENATHE ARENA    
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EXPECT TENSIONEXPECT TENSIONEXPECT TENSIONEXPECT TENSION    

EXERCISE: Understanding & dealing with Tension 

About the Exercise: About the Exercise: About the Exercise: About the Exercise:     

High-stakes negotiations create stress, and the pressure to close profitable deals is high. 

Professional buyers are well trained, savvy and highly informed. They often have extensive 

knowledge about their suppliers, as well as competitors and their products. They are charged with 

getting the best deal possible and that often translates into making demands that may lead to 

unprofitable or unsustainable deals for salespeople. They know what they want; they know that the 

more they ask for, the more they will get, and they often are not afraid to use whatever tactics are 

necessary to achieve their goals. The strain caused by internal and external stress and pressures 

creates tension — an energy that can be leveraged. 

1. What type of negotiation situations create high levels of tension for you? 

  

  

  

2. How do you react to tension? What are your physiological reactions? 

  

  

  

3. When you are triggered — what do others see and hear? How do they interpret your 

reactions to tension? 

  

  

  

NOTES 
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STRATEGIC SOURCSTRATEGIC SOURCSTRATEGIC SOURCSTRATEGIC SOURCINGINGINGING    

Driving the highest Return on Investment becomes more critical than ever in today’s business 

environment. Often more than 50% of total revenue is spent on materials and services. Many 

organisations have reconsidered the role of Procurement in how they spend their valuable 

resources, generating both higher expectation levels and greater power than in the past. 

Most professional buying organisations follow a specific process to leverage the value they deliver 

to their companies. Price is always a top focus, and is often the key to maximising ROI, but other 

factors are gaining importance. 

 

KEY MEASUREMENT OF IMPACT AND SUCCESSKEY MEASUREMENT OF IMPACT AND SUCCESSKEY MEASUREMENT OF IMPACT AND SUCCESSKEY MEASUREMENT OF IMPACT AND SUCCESS    

 Guaranteed supply security 

 Maintenance of high levels of quality 

 Innovative ideas to generate improvements of process or products 

 Risk mitigation 

 Increased flexibility so that customers get what they need when they 

need it 

 Lower transaction costs 

 Decreased Total Cost of Ownership 

 Achievement of sustainability targets 

 

 

NOTES 
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THE STRATEGIC SOURCING PROCESSTHE STRATEGIC SOURCING PROCESSTHE STRATEGIC SOURCING PROCESSTHE STRATEGIC SOURCING PROCESS    

 

 

NOTES: 
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DEMAND DEMAND DEMAND DEMAND ANALYSISANALYSISANALYSISANALYSIS    

It is critical to understand the forces within the customer organisation that influence procurement 

and the buying process, so that you can leverage them to your advantage in the sales process. 

These forces include Product Specifications, Underlying Business Requirements, Stakeholder 

Analysis, Early Procurement Involvement (EPI), and Buyer Power Analysis. 

 Product SpecificationsProduct SpecificationsProduct SpecificationsProduct Specifications    

What specifications are needed in terms of quality, volumes, price level, budget, delivery, 

etc.? 

 Underlying Business RequUnderlying Business RequUnderlying Business RequUnderlying Business Requirementsirementsirementsirements 

What is the strategy of the business? How can/must procurement support the business 

targets and strategies? 

 Stakeholder UnderstandingStakeholder UnderstandingStakeholder UnderstandingStakeholder Understanding 

Who are the important stakeholders and how can they be actively managed? 
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PROCUREMENT’S STAKEHOLDER PROCUREMENT’S STAKEHOLDER PROCUREMENT’S STAKEHOLDER PROCUREMENT’S STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS FORMANALYSIS FORMANALYSIS FORMANALYSIS FORM    
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EARLY PROCUREMENT INVOLVEMENT (EPI)EARLY PROCUREMENT INVOLVEMENT (EPI)EARLY PROCUREMENT INVOLVEMENT (EPI)EARLY PROCUREMENT INVOLVEMENT (EPI)    

The ability to influence the cost of the product is highest in the early design phase, so it’s critical 

for procurement (and the salesperson) to be involved as early as possible. 

 

 

 

 

NOTES 
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REALISE POWERREALISE POWERREALISE POWERREALISE POWER    

Power is the ability to influence people or situations. Although it is often seen as a negative 

because it is perceived as the ability of one side to overwhelm or dominate the other, power is 

neither bad nor good. It is simply the abuse of power that damages relationships and the 

sustainability of negotiated agreements. 

 

TYPES OF POWER 

Planning 

Power 

The more prepared a negotiator, the more confident and successful he/she will 

be. Effective planning requires research about the customer, its competitors, 

the marketplace, industry and performance as well as key differentiators. 

Effective planning provides a road map for how to begin, execute and close 

successfully, so that a sustainable agreement is reached. 

Positional 

Power 

An individual’s formal position in an organisation determines his/her power. 

Typically, the more senior the person in the organisational hierarchy, the more 

potential power he/she yields. Those who can bestow reward or punishment 

have positional power, as do those who control resources. 

Informational 

Power 

Having the information to support a position, as well as to challenge or 

undermine a seller’s position, creates substantial power. Up to 75% of a 

negotiation process should be spent in research and preparation prior to 

beginning a negotiation. 

Personal 

Power 

Individuals who are seen as trustworthy and reliable are seen as powerful. 

Those who are seen as confident and assertive are often perceived to have 

more power. 

Relationship 

Power 

The more interdependent goal achievement is, the more relational power 

exists. Often the ability to appeal to common experiences, pasts, fates or 

membership in the same groups or networks improves negotiation success. 
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RULES OF POWERRULES OF POWERRULES OF POWERRULES OF POWER    

1. Seldom, if ever, does one side have all of the power, and the balance of power rarely 

remains consistent throughout the entire negotiation. 

2. Power may be real or perceived, but perception of power is the same as real power. 

3. Power exists only to the point it is accepted. Often, power is granted when it does not 

actually exist, but the extent to which others believe a person has power determines 

his/her actual power. 

4. The more alternatives that exist, the more power you have. Having alternatives allows you 

to have a BATNA – Best Alternative to a Negotiated Agreement. 

NOTES 
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BUYER POWER ANALYSISBUYER POWER ANALYSISBUYER POWER ANALYSISBUYER POWER ANALYSIS    

What is the power level of the buyer/procurement organisation? 

POWER LEVEL CHARACTERISTICS 

Level 1  Does only fulfilment and final price negotiation  

 Supplier selection and contract is done by stakeholder  

 

Level 2  Does only fulfilment and final price negotiation 

 Has minor influence on bidder list and contractual issues 

Level 3  Acts as business partner with full process responsibility 

 Has influence on selection decision 

Level 4  Acts as business partner with full process responsibility 

 Is the main influence on selection and contractual decisions 

 Has power equal to stakeholders 

Level 5  Functions independently without selection involvement of stakeholder 

The following indicators can help analyse the buyer’s power level: 

 Is there early involvement by procurement? 

 Is procurement the process owner? 

 What is the schedule and where does procurement fit in that schedule? 

 How and when you meet participants? 

 Who is the decision maker? 

 Are there clear processes and rules issued by procurement? 

Exercise: 
 

 What is the power level of your buyer and his/her respective procurement organisation? 

What indicators support this analysis? 

 What are the sources of procurement’s power? 

 How aware is your buyer of the power they have? 

 What are the sources of your power? 

 Given this power level, sources of power, and the buyer’s awareness of it, how will you 

adjust your sales approach for greatest effectiveness? 
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AIAIAIAIM HIGHM HIGHM HIGHM HIGH    

The Zone of Tolerance helps determine where to begin, what you can realistically hope to achieve, 

and when and how to exit the negotiation — because no deal is better than a bad deal. 

 If the Zone of Tolerance is too narrow, the potential outcomes will be limited. 

 If you go too high and are unreasonable, negotiations will end quickly. 
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FRAME HIGHFRAME HIGHFRAME HIGHFRAME HIGH    

Framing simplifies a complex procurement dialogue by defining the issues at stake and focusing 

attention on desired outcomes. Framing draws attention to the most important or advantageous 

aspects of the agreement. 

Effective Framing enables one to shape or shift the perspectives of his/her negotiating partners, 

encouraging them to look at the issues in a new, favourable light, paying close attention to some 

aspects of the situation, and ignoring others. 

 

Effective FrameEffective FrameEffective FrameEffective Frame    Weak FrameWeak FrameWeak FrameWeak Frame    

 Brief and compelling 

 Focuses on outcomes/value/ROI 

 Easily repeatable 

 Paints a verbal picture of “What’s in it for 

you?” 

 Helps others engage favourably 

 May include a few data points/examples 

 Can focus on loss avoidance or on the 

rewards to be gained 

 Delivered in confident way — tone of voice, 

eye contact, body language 

 Contains unrelatable data or numbers 

 Uses too much data 

 Over-explains, over-justifies or over-

defends a position 

 Focuses only on what matters to you 

 Uses “I want…” 

 Includes a description of the solution 

 

YOUR FRAME HIGH 

Exercise A 

Exercise B 
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MARKET ANALYSISMARKET ANALYSISMARKET ANALYSISMARKET ANALYSIS    

Procurement’s market analysis requires understanding: 

 Market size, development, and growth drivers 

 Key players 

 Geographic structure 

 Market Dynamics 

Procurement often uses Porter 5 Forces to gain understanding of the market and its dynamics. 

    

Exercise: 

Potential New Entrants:  

Buyer Power:  

Potential Substitutes:  

Supplier Power:  
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STRATEGY DEVELOPMENTSTRATEGY DEVELOPMENTSTRATEGY DEVELOPMENTSTRATEGY DEVELOPMENT    

The Commodity Positioning Matrix, created by Peter Kraljic, former Director at McKinsey 

consulting company, classifies commodities based on Supply Market Complexity and the Business 

Impact. 

 

Supply Market CSupply Market CSupply Market CSupply Market Complexityomplexityomplexityomplexity is affected by: 

 Supply scarcity 

 Technological innovations 

 Material substitution 

 Market entry barriers 

 Logistics cost or complexity 

 Monopoly or oligopoly conditions 

Business ImpactBusiness ImpactBusiness ImpactBusiness Impact is determined by: 

 Strategic importance of value added 

by product line 

 Risks by commodity 

 Importance of innovation 

 Impact on profitability 

 

 

NOTES 
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COMMODITY POSITIONING MATRIXCOMMODITY POSITIONING MATRIXCOMMODITY POSITIONING MATRIXCOMMODITY POSITIONING MATRIX    

 

 

Exercise: 

From your buyer’s 

perspective, what is the 

position of your product? 

 

Anticipated buyer actions, 

given this position: 

 

Your action, based on this 

information: 
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BUYERBUYERBUYERBUYER    NEEDSNEEDSNEEDSNEEDS    

Identifying, prioritising and gaining agreement on the depth and breadth of customer needs is the 

key to shaping and negotiating based on value exchange 

Customers often make demands reflecting their wants, such as a better price, greater 

commitments, better delivery terms or more services. However, you need to uncover and identify 

their full set of needs to yield optimal results. 

Wants... Wants... Wants... Wants...     

These are “WhatWhatWhatWhat” the customer wants: 

 Lie on the surface of the discussion  

 Are specific, measurable, and easily communicated  

 Greatly narrow the range of positive outcomes 

However, to truly create, shape and exchange value, it is critical to get to the “why” beneath the 

“what”. Discovering why a customer wants a better price, or better delivery commitment, or higher 

service levels, generates the opportunity to provide innovative solutions that meet the mutual, 

total set of needs and thus create a more sustainable and profitable agreement. 

NeedsNeedsNeedsNeeds...  

These get at the “WhyWhyWhyWhy” behind the What: 

 Lie beneath the surface of the discussion  

 Are general, subjective, intuitive or vague  

 Greatly expand the range of innovative outcomes  

 Can be business, technical or personal 

High-performing salespeople know that to be truly effective they must take the time to explore 

needs before recommending a course of action. 

Unknown NeedsUnknown NeedsUnknown NeedsUnknown Needs...  

These are the needs customers didn’t know they had or didn’t expect you to be able to help: 

 Undiscovered NeedsUndiscovered NeedsUndiscovered NeedsUndiscovered Needs: Needs that the customer didn’t know they had  

 Unconsidered NeedsUnconsidered NeedsUnconsidered NeedsUnconsidered Needs: Needs that the customer knew they had, but didn’t know you could 

help them satisfy  

 Underappreciated NeedsUnderappreciated NeedsUnderappreciated NeedsUnderappreciated Needs: Needs where the customer under appreciates how they might 

affect his/her business 
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STRIKER QUESTIONSSTRIKER QUESTIONSSTRIKER QUESTIONSSTRIKER QUESTIONS    

Exercise 

Striker Questions get to the core of customer needs, goals and objectives. They enable a 

salesperson to view the situation in a new light and from a new perspective. Their intent is to 

discover and prioritise recognised and unconsidered needs, in order to expand the value 

discussion while strengthening relationships and increasing bottom line profitability. 

 

STRIKER QUESTIONSTRIKER QUESTIONSTRIKER QUESTIONSTRIKER QUESTION    MY EXAMPLEMY EXAMPLEMY EXAMPLEMY EXAMPLE    

ValidateValidateValidateValidate: 

Ask the customer to articulate or quantify 

what he/she is trying to achieve and why. 

 

ChallengeChallengeChallengeChallenge: 

Provide a reality-check by confronting the 

customer with market data, benchmarks, etc. 

 

ShockShockShockShock: 

Explore the “worst-case scenario” by asking 

questions about possible outcomes. 

 

RankRankRankRank: 

Identify, prioritise and organise the customer’s 

wish list. 

 

CompareCompareCompareCompare: 

Analyse the resulting hierarchy of values by 

comparing and contrasting X to Y. 

 

FuturizeFuturizeFuturizeFuturize: 

Fast-forward to the ideal result, and have the 

customer describe the effects. 
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SUPPLIER SELECTIONSUPPLIER SELECTIONSUPPLIER SELECTIONSUPPLIER SELECTION    

Besides qualitative aspects like experience in the market, service levels, flexibility and reaction 

time, price is usually the most important issue. To get a holistic picture of the price, procurement 

uses the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) concept. TCO is estimated based on price, usage cost 

and administrative costs, and allows a cost comparison of different suppliers. 

 

Total Cost of Ownership AnalysisTotal Cost of Ownership AnalysisTotal Cost of Ownership AnalysisTotal Cost of Ownership Analysis    

COST COST COST COST 

CATEGORIESCATEGORIESCATEGORIESCATEGORIES    

TYPICAL ELEMENTSTYPICAL ELEMENTSTYPICAL ELEMENTSTYPICAL ELEMENTS    EXERCISE:EXERCISE:EXERCISE:EXERCISE:    

YOUR COST ELEMENTSYOUR COST ELEMENTSYOUR COST ELEMENTSYOUR COST ELEMENTS    

PricePricePricePrice    Logistic costs, payment 

conditions, taxes, volume 

leverage, rebate 

management, gain 

sharing 

 

UsageUsageUsageUsage    Maintenance, energy 

consumption, 

training/support, 

installation, service levels 

 

AdministrativeAdministrativeAdministrativeAdministrative    Inventory, purchasing 

process, supplier 

management, risk 

 

NOTES 
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SUPPLIER MANAGEMENTSUPPLIER MANAGEMENTSUPPLIER MANAGEMENTSUPPLIER MANAGEMENT    

Supplier Management consists of four phases, with each one critical to a successful relationship: 

1. Phase inPhase inPhase inPhase in: Depending on the industry and its complexity, this can be a time consuming 

process in which the ability to fulfil requirements are checked and frame conditions, 

including basic contract issues, are clarified. 

2. Supplier classification and evaluationSupplier classification and evaluationSupplier classification and evaluationSupplier classification and evaluation: Suppliers are classified according to their level of 

impact on supply and the business, i.e., as Strategic, Key, or Base suppliers. This leads to 

differentiation in the way they are treated. For example, Strategic suppliers, which have 

major strategic importance and on which the customer is very dependent, will be given a 

high degree of attention and effort. 

3. Supplier developmentSupplier developmentSupplier developmentSupplier development: Development plans will be implemented according to performance 

issues or strategic objectives. This leads very often to joint programs with cross functional 

involvement on both the supplier and customer side. 

4. SSSSupplier phase outupplier phase outupplier phase outupplier phase out: Supplier phase out can occur for many reasons including consistent 

poor performance, change of requirements, better alternatives, and strategy changes at 

supplier or on the customer side. 

 

Exercise: 

How is the client likely classifying 

your company as their supplier? 

 

Knowing this, how does it influence 

your sales approach? 
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EXERCISE: NUGGETS OF VALUEEXERCISE: NUGGETS OF VALUEEXERCISE: NUGGETS OF VALUEEXERCISE: NUGGETS OF VALUE    

Determine what unique pieces of information you can share, and where in your dialogue that 

information may have the most impact. More information is not necessarily better information — 

but the experience, key information, perspectives, and insights you share can help procurement 

and professional buyers see you as a truly value-added partner. 

 

NUGGET OF VALUE 

SUGGESTIONS 

NOTES 

Insights about the marketplace, 

industry and competitors 

 

Identification of challenges to growth 

and/or profitability 

 

Ideas for innovation and creativity  

Potential problems or pitfalls with 

alternatives for avoiding or resolving 

these problems 

 

New ideas for growth  

Ways to cut costs and add margin to 

the bottom line 

 

Ideas for working more effectively 

with other suppliers 
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NUGGETS OF VALUE WORKSHEETNUGGETS OF VALUE WORKSHEETNUGGETS OF VALUE WORKSHEETNUGGETS OF VALUE WORKSHEET    

Client:  

Buyer/Title:  

Known Needs:  

Possible Undiscovered Needs:  

 

 INSIGHTS/INFORMATION/IDEAS 

Marketplace  

Industry  

Competitive landscape  

Potential problems or pitfalls, 

with alternatives 

 

Challenges to growth, 

profitability 

 

New and innovative ideas for 

growth 

 

Cost savings and margin 

improvement ideas 

 

Ideas for working with other 

suppliers 
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PROCUREMENT PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTPROCUREMENT PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTPROCUREMENT PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTPROCUREMENT PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT    

Price or SavingsPrice or SavingsPrice or SavingsPrice or Savings — This is typically the Leading KPI 

 New price vs. the average price per piece for the previous year; 

 New price vs. current year market price; 

 New price vs. target price out of cost analysis or cost break down; 

 Final price in comparison to the best price of the first offers; and 

 Total cost of ownership of current year vs. previous year. 

Efficiency MetricsEfficiency MetricsEfficiency MetricsEfficiency Metrics — usually focus on metrics as a percentage of spend 

 Cost as percentage of spend 

 Staff per million of spend 

 Cycle time, the hours required to complete a requisition and purchase order 

 E-Auction usage, the percentage of awarding decision per E-Auction; 

 E-Ordering usage, the percentage of transactions issued by E-Ordering 

Effectiveness MetricsEffectiveness MetricsEffectiveness MetricsEffectiveness Metrics — the value Procurement delivers to the company 

 Cost savings, annual cost savings measured as the percentage of spend 

 Error rates, percentage of transactions requiring correction after process 

 Innovation rates, percentage of sales turnover out of Supplier innovations 

 Sustainability, percentage of relevant spend with fulfilled sustainability requirements 

Exercise: 

What do you guess are your 

buyer’s KPIs? 

 

How will you demonstrate 

value given these KPIs? 
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TACTICS AND TACTICS AND TACTICS AND TACTICS AND COUNTERACTIONSCOUNTERACTIONSCOUNTERACTIONSCOUNTERACTIONS    

Tactics are often used to “gain an advantage” over a negotiating partner. Tactical negotiations are 

rarely successful and often lead to stalemates or bad deals. 

When confronted with a tactical partner, focus on the desired outcome, not the situation. Keep 

emotions under control. Identify the tactic, but do not respond with tactics of your own. The goal is 

to come to a mutually acceptable, sustainable agreement, and that is best done by employing a 

few simple counteractions to the tactics encountered. 

 

TACTICS USEDTACTICS USEDTACTICS USEDTACTICS USED    COUNTERACTIONCOUNTERACTIONCOUNTERACTIONCOUNTERACTION    

Threatens to walk away unless 

unreasonable demands are met. 

 

Promises more to come in the future.  

Defers to a higher authority.  

Says you are totally out of the range of 

tolerance. 

 

Brings in irrelevant information.  

Tries to reopen agreed-upon points.  

Two or more people team up on you.  

Uses incorrect information or actually 

lies during the negotiation. 
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EXCHANGE VALUEEXCHANGE VALUEEXCHANGE VALUEEXCHANGE VALUE    

Profitable, sustainable agreements come from a process of value exchange, rather than 

concessions with little or nothing in return. 

High-performing negotiators know that, to reach profitable and sustainable agreements, they must 

surface all of the needs of their negotiating partners, as well as their concerns and potential 

objections, and then negotiate the entire agreement rather than dealing with issues one at a time 

as they arise. 

High Value GivesHigh Value GivesHigh Value GivesHigh Value Gives    High Value GetsHigh Value GetsHigh Value GetsHigh Value Gets    

Low Value GivesLow Value GivesLow Value GivesLow Value Gives    Low Value GetsLow Value GetsLow Value GetsLow Value Gets    

 

High-performing negotiators create a plan that includes: 

 All your negotiating partner’s needs, as well as suspected business, personal and technical 

needs. 

 A START, GOAL and EXIT strategy. 

 A strategy for value exchange that conveys the desired message — “I am willing to be 

flexible and innovative, but I need to receive value back in return for value provided.” 

 An understanding that exchanges should be given slowly and reluctantly, but starting with 

a significant exchange, then getting increasingly smaller — to deliver the message that 

“there is little else to exchange.” 

 An appreciation for the role tension plays in the process, and a willingness to leverage that 

tension rather than avoid it. 

 Ideas for working more innovatively with negotiating partners to keep the decision based 

on total value and ROI rather than just one negotiable, like price. 
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STEPS TO EXCHANGE VALUESTEPS TO EXCHANGE VALUESTEPS TO EXCHANGE VALUESTEPS TO EXCHANGE VALUE    

STEP NOTES EXERCISE 

1.1.1.1. Create a valueCreate a valueCreate a valueCreate a value----

exchange exchange exchange exchange 

strategy.strategy.strategy.strategy.    

Expert negotiators understand what 

has high value to the customer and 

what it is worth to the seller’s side. 

They identify what to exchange, and 

what to obtain in return, with a focus 

on high-value, low-cost exchanges. 

They also have a plan for a series of 

decreasing exchanges, to deliver the 

message that they are flexible, but 

“the end is near.” Be sure to plan the 

START, the GOAL and the EXIT, for a 

planned yet flexible approach. 

 

2.2.2.2. Name the Name the Name the Name the 

exchange, and exchange, and exchange, and exchange, and 

clearly articulate clearly articulate clearly articulate clearly articulate 

the cost.the cost.the cost.the cost.    

Follow this with the benefits to the 

buyer. 

 

3.3.3.3. Clearly state Clearly state Clearly state Clearly state 

what is expected what is expected what is expected what is expected 

in return.in return.in return.in return.    

Resistance is likely, so top negotiators 

are prepared to state a demand at 

least three times. Reciprocity is the 

key to success. 

 

4.4.4.4. Make value Make value Make value Make value 

exchanges in exchanges in exchanges in exchanges in 

instalments.instalments.instalments.instalments.    

Many negotiators expect a number of 

rounds, which creates a feeling of 

collaboration and willingness to work 

together. High performers start with 

the largest most impactful exchanges, 

but don’t offer everything at once. 
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DEALING WITH PROCUREMENT & PROFESSIONAL BUYERS DEALING WITH PROCUREMENT & PROFESSIONAL BUYERS DEALING WITH PROCUREMENT & PROFESSIONAL BUYERS DEALING WITH PROCUREMENT & PROFESSIONAL BUYERS 

PLANNERPLANNERPLANNERPLANNER    

CustomerCustomerCustomerCustomer/Title/Title/Title/Title::::    

Deal ValueDeal ValueDeal ValueDeal Value::::    

Buyer Power Analysis:Buyer Power Analysis:Buyer Power Analysis:Buyer Power Analysis:    

 

FOCUS AREAFOCUS AREAFOCUS AREAFOCUS AREA    CUSTOMER APPLICATIONCUSTOMER APPLICATIONCUSTOMER APPLICATIONCUSTOMER APPLICATION    

Strategic Sourcing KPI’s:Strategic Sourcing KPI’s:Strategic Sourcing KPI’s:Strategic Sourcing KPI’s:    

 Guaranteed Supply 

 Quality Levels 

 Innovative Idea 

 Risk Mitigation 

 Flexibility 

 Lower Transaction Costs 

 Total Cost of Ownership 

 Sustainability 

 

Demand AnalysisDemand AnalysisDemand AnalysisDemand Analysis: 

 Product Specifications 

 Underlying Business Requirements 

 Stakeholder Analysis 

 

Early Procurement Early Procurement Early Procurement Early Procurement Involvement:Involvement:Involvement:Involvement:    

 Cost Influence vs. Time 

 

Buyer Power Analysis:Buyer Power Analysis:Buyer Power Analysis:Buyer Power Analysis:    

 Level 1 – Fulfilment at Final 

Negotiation 

 Level 2 – Minor Bidder List Influence 

 Level 3 – Full Process Responsibility 

Influence Selection 

 Level 4 – Business Partner Full 

Stakeholder Stakes 

 Level 5 – Functions Independently    
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FOCUS AREAFOCUS AREAFOCUS AREAFOCUS AREA    CUSTOMER APPLICATIONCUSTOMER APPLICATIONCUSTOMER APPLICATIONCUSTOMER APPLICATION    

Aim High:Aim High:Aim High:Aim High:    

• Start/Goal/Exit 

 

Frame High:Frame High:Frame High:Frame High:    

• Brief, compelling, repeatable 

• Focuses on results 

• Appeals to buyer’s emotions 

• Paints a verbal picture of 

• “What’s in it for you?”    

    

Market Market Market Market Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:    

• Size 

• Growth Drivers 

• Key Players 

• Geographic Structure 

• Dynamics    

    

Porter 5 Forces:Porter 5 Forces:Porter 5 Forces:Porter 5 Forces:    

• Potential New Entrants 

• Buyer Power 

• Potential Substitutes 

• Supplier Power 

    

Commodity Positioning Matrix:Commodity Positioning Matrix:Commodity Positioning Matrix:Commodity Positioning Matrix:    

(Business impact vs. 

supply market complexity) 

• Leverage 

• Strategic 

• Non-critical 

• Bottleneck    

    

Buyer Needs:Buyer Needs:Buyer Needs:Buyer Needs:    

(vs. wants) 

• Business 

• Technical 

• Personal    
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FOCUS AREAFOCUS AREAFOCUS AREAFOCUS AREA    CUSTOMER APPLICATIONCUSTOMER APPLICATIONCUSTOMER APPLICATIONCUSTOMER APPLICATION    

Business, Technical, Personal Needs toBusiness, Technical, Personal Needs toBusiness, Technical, Personal Needs toBusiness, Technical, Personal Needs to    

be Exploredbe Exploredbe Exploredbe Explored::::    

• Undiscovered 

• Unconsidered 

• Underappreciated    

    

Striker Striker Striker Striker QuestionsQuestionsQuestionsQuestions::::    

• Validate (quantify/articulate) 

• Challenge (3rd party data) 

• Shock (future downsides) 

• Rank (prioritise) 

• Compare (X vs. Y) 

• Futurize (future upsides)    

    

Total Cost of Ownership:Total Cost of Ownership:Total Cost of Ownership:Total Cost of Ownership:    

• Price 

• Usage 

• Administrative 

    

Nuggets of ValueNuggets of ValueNuggets of ValueNuggets of Value::::    

• Insights: marketplace, industry, 

competitors 

• Identification of challenges to growth 

• Ideas for creativity or innovation 

• Potential problems or pitfalls 

• New ideas for growth, 

• Margin improvement 

• Ways to cut costs 

• Ideas for working with suppliers    

    

Exchange ValueExchange ValueExchange ValueExchange Value::::    

(vs. wants) 

• High Value Gives 

• High Value Gets    
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DEALING WITH PROCUREMENT & PROFESSIONAL BUYERS DEALING WITH PROCUREMENT & PROFESSIONAL BUYERS DEALING WITH PROCUREMENT & PROFESSIONAL BUYERS DEALING WITH PROCUREMENT & PROFESSIONAL BUYERS 

PLANNERPLANNERPLANNERPLANNER    

Customer/Title:Customer/Title:Customer/Title:Customer/Title:    

Deal Value:Deal Value:Deal Value:Deal Value:    

Buyer Power Analysis:Buyer Power Analysis:Buyer Power Analysis:Buyer Power Analysis:    

 

FOCUS AREAFOCUS AREAFOCUS AREAFOCUS AREA    CUSTOMER APPLICATIONCUSTOMER APPLICATIONCUSTOMER APPLICATIONCUSTOMER APPLICATION    

Strategic Sourcing KPI’s:Strategic Sourcing KPI’s:Strategic Sourcing KPI’s:Strategic Sourcing KPI’s:    

 Guaranteed Supply 

 Quality Levels 

 Innovative Idea 

 Risk Mitigation 

 Flexibility 

 Lower Transaction Costs 

 Total Cost of Ownership 

 Sustainability 

 

Demand AnalysisDemand AnalysisDemand AnalysisDemand Analysis: 

 Product Specifications 

 Underlying Business Requirements 

 Stakeholder Analysis 

 

Early Procurement Involvement:Early Procurement Involvement:Early Procurement Involvement:Early Procurement Involvement:    

 Cost Influence vs. Time 

 

Buyer Power Analysis:Buyer Power Analysis:Buyer Power Analysis:Buyer Power Analysis:    

 Level 1 – Fulfilment at Final 

Negotiation 

 Level 2 – Minor Bidder List Influence 

 Level 3 – Full Process Responsibility 

Influence Selection 

 Level 4 – Business Partner Full 

Stakeholder Stakes 

 Level 5 – Functions Independently    
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FOCUS AREAFOCUS AREAFOCUS AREAFOCUS AREA    CUSTOMER APPLICATIONCUSTOMER APPLICATIONCUSTOMER APPLICATIONCUSTOMER APPLICATION    

Aim High:Aim High:Aim High:Aim High:    

• Start/Goal/Exit 

 

Frame High:Frame High:Frame High:Frame High:    

• Brief, compelling, repeatable 

• Focuses on results 

• Appeals to buyer’s emotions 

• Paints a verbal picture of 

• “What’s in it for you?”    

    

Market Analysis:Market Analysis:Market Analysis:Market Analysis:    

• Size 

• Growth Drivers 

• Key Players 

• Geographic Structure 

• Dynamics    

    

Porter 5 Forces:Porter 5 Forces:Porter 5 Forces:Porter 5 Forces:    

• Potential New Entrants 

• Buyer Power 

• Potential Substitutes 

• Supplier Power 

    

Commodity Positioning Matrix:Commodity Positioning Matrix:Commodity Positioning Matrix:Commodity Positioning Matrix:    

(Business impact vs. 

supply market complexity) 

• Leverage 

• Strategic 

• Non-critical 

• Bottleneck    

    

Buyer Needs:Buyer Needs:Buyer Needs:Buyer Needs:    

(vs. wants) 

• Business 

• Technical 

• Personal    
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FOCUS AREAFOCUS AREAFOCUS AREAFOCUS AREA    CUSTOMER APPLICATIONCUSTOMER APPLICATIONCUSTOMER APPLICATIONCUSTOMER APPLICATION    

Business, Technical, Personal Needs toBusiness, Technical, Personal Needs toBusiness, Technical, Personal Needs toBusiness, Technical, Personal Needs to    

be Exploredbe Exploredbe Exploredbe Explored::::    

• Undiscovered 

• Unconsidered 

• Underappreciated    

    

Striker QuestionsStriker QuestionsStriker QuestionsStriker Questions::::    

• Validate (quantify/articulate) 

• Challenge (3rd party data) 

• Shock (future downsides) 

• Rank (prioritise) 

• Compare (X vs. Y) 

• Futurize (future upsides)    

    

Total Cost of Ownership:Total Cost of Ownership:Total Cost of Ownership:Total Cost of Ownership:    

• Price 

• Usage 

• Administrative 

    

Nuggets of ValueNuggets of ValueNuggets of ValueNuggets of Value::::    

• Insights: marketplace, industry, 

competitors 

• Identification of challenges to growth 

• Ideas for creativity or innovation 

• Potential problems or pitfalls 

• New ideas for growth, 

• Margin improvement 

• Ways to cut costs 

• Ideas for working with suppliers    

    

Exchange ValueExchange ValueExchange ValueExchange Value::::    

(vs. wants) 

• High Value Gives 

• High Value Gets    
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NOTESNOTESNOTESNOTES    
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NOTESNOTESNOTESNOTES    
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